Against the Ogre Horde (US Adaptation)
Zargon sat motionless on his throne of pure jet, deep in thought. His eyes scanned the image of the
Emperor’s lands which he had magically conjured before him. He had been so close to victory, so nearly had he
trapped and destroyed the Emperor and his forces in the ancient fortress of Karak Varn. But he had been
foiled at the last minute by the Emperor’s accursed Champions. The same fate had befallen his powerful ally the
Witch Lord, whose Army of the Dead had crumbled following the slaying of their leader.
Zargon needed some new and subtle means to attack the Empire and weaken its forces before he could
lead his armies against them once more. Suddenly his gaze froze and a smile sent ripples through the lines of
his ancient face. A plan had come to him.
A month later, Zargon again sat back to examine the scheme he had set in motion. He had never before
considered the ancient race of Ogres as a potential tool. Their undisciplined and random nature made them
unreliable as servants and dangerous as allies. However, using the magical arts at his disposal, Zargon had
planted one of his lieutenants, the mage Festral, within the subterranean fortress of the infamous Dirgrusht Ogre
clan. Drawing from a magical pool of Chaos power, Festral had subtly taken control of the Ogre clan and
started them on a series of raids on the Emperor’s farmlands. This was only the beginning, for as the raids
went on, other Ogre clans and Orc tribes came to swell the ranks of this new army.
Ogre Background

Ogres see the world as one long series of meals; enemies mean lunch or breakfast, depending on the time
of day. More often than not, Ogre duels are vast eating competitions – although violent brawls make a good
substitute.
As enemies, Ogres are ruthless foes who show no mercy once their appetite has been whetted. Anyone
brave enough to do battle with the Ogres must be sure of their own fighting prowess. Otherwise, they might not
just end up dead – they’ll end up as someone’s dinner!
Ogres are not evil as such. Just permanently hungry and frighteningly violent. Often they just wander
about alone. At other times, they group together in clans led by an Ogre Lord – whoever is the meanest, nastiest,
and hungriest at that particular time.
It is possible for both the Empire and the forces of Chaos to hire Ogres as mercenaries, so long as they
are guaranteed a good time – a brawl and plenty to eat (usually as a result of the fighting). But their habits
make them unpredictable and horribly dangerous.
Ogres in HeroQuest
All Ogres occupy one space on the HeroQuest gameboard. No other figure may move through the same space
as an Ogre figure, whether they are good or evil. Once an Ogre blocks a corridor, it stays blocked until he
moves or is killed. Compare the relative strengths of the different Ogres:
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Stone Doorways
Stone doorways are large slabs of rock which must be pushed out of the way using brute force to pass. To
open one of these doors, a Hero must roll two skulls on a number of combat dice. The number of dice he rolls
depends on what type of character he is: the Barbarian rolls three dice and the Dwarf and Elf each roll two. The
Wizard cannot open a stone doorway at all. Once a stone doorway has been opened, it remains open for the rest
of the Quest.
Swinging Blade Trap
The trap is sprung when a character lands on a space marked with a dark blade symbol: a huge
blade swings down from the ceiling attacking any Hero in any of the spaces marked with a light or dark blade
symbol. These Heroes will be attacked with two combat dice which they may defend against normally. A
swinging blade trap can only be detected by a search in the room or corridor containing the dark blade symbol.
A Hero with a toolkit (or the Dwarf) may attempt to disarm a swinging blade trap in the normal way by moving
to the space containing the dark blade symbol.
Pits of Darkness
The pit of darkness trap works in the same way as a pit trap with the following exceptions: when a Hero
springs a pit of darkness trap, he plummets 30 feet onto hard floor. Once he falls, he may suffer damage based
on the type of armor he is wearing. Heroes not wearing any armor roll one combat die, those wearing chain
mail or Borin’s Armor roll two combat dice, and those wearing plate mail must roll three combat dice. For each
skull rolled, the Hero loses one Body Point. A character may climb out of a pit of darkness on his next turn if
there is a free space on any one side of the pit. Pits of darkness may not be disarmed once sprung, but
characters may jump over them like ordinary pit traps.
Chaos Spells
Two of the new Chaos Spells in this Quest Pack involve making Mind attacks against a Hero. To resolve a
Mind attack, the spellcaster rolls one combat die for each of his Mind Points. The spellcaster scores one Mind
hit for each skull he rolls. If the spellcaster does not roll any skulls, the attack fails. If any hits are scored, the
Hero defends by rolling one combat die for each of his Mind Points. Each white shield rolled by the Hero
blocks one Mind hit. If more white shields are rolled than skulls, the excess white shields have no effect.
Mind Blast – If a Hero or monster is reduced to zero Mind Points from this spell, they are knocked unconscious and placed out of
play for the remainder of the current Quest.

Mind Lock – A ‘frozen’ Hero defends against attacks with only one combat die, and cannot move, attack, or cast spells. If the
caster of a Mind Lock is slain, any Heroes ‘frozen’ by him are immediately freed of the spell and can move normally on their next
turn.

